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Healthy People, Healthy Community, Healthy Lifestyles…
4) MEASURES AND RESULTS
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March 8, 2018
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1) PROBLEM & STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT




Santo Domingo Pueblo patients and Tribal Leaders frequently inquire of KPHC Administration and the Health Board if there
are plans for expanded hours of operation, but we have not quantified the requests or the need.
KPHC maintains a strategic directive to MAINTAIN/EXPAND ACCESS TO ALIGNED AND JUSTIFIED CLINICAL SERVICE LINES.
With numerous projects such as accreditation, facilities expansion and IT/EHR upgrades coming up in FY 208-2019 and
beyond, the need and potential for expanding hours requires better understanding and prioritization.

KPHC Expanded Hours
Patient Survey Data
(May-June 2018)

2) AIM (DESTINATION)





BASELINE
MEASURES
TARGET
DATE

>
>
>
>

Random verbal and informal feedback; occasional feedback on patient satisfaction cards
Community survey on expanded hours options; expanded hours utilization data; finance data
Useful and tangible data to assist future decision-making, communication and testing
May-June 2018 for survey collection; and October 2018 to conduct a small test of change in operational
hours





19 clinical visits
27 pharmacy visits
81 immunization/nurse visits

KPHC Expanded Hours >
Test of Change Data
(October 2018)

KPHC Health Fair, June 2018

5) LESSONS LEARNED/”NOW WHAT?”

3) STRATEGY FOR CHANGE/ACTIONS TAKEN






Engaged the ELT and educate them on the QMI process we would be using for this project
Obtained baseline data on patient preferences for expanded hours during May-June 2018 and at our Annual Health Fair
(147 total responses were collected, with 107 returned in time for evaluation for the next phase of the project )
Used baseline data to inform a small test of change on Wednesdays in October 2018 (5:30 pm to 7:30 pm) while monitoring
the results weekly
Collected and analyzed utilization data with the ELT and reviewed our learnings
Provided a recommendation to KPHC’s Health Board for CY 2019








Clinical utilization averaged 2.4 patients per hour in a less-than-ideal season
Providers saw 47% of the total # of patients on the first day
63% of visits were classified as “urgent care” in nature
Patients preferred longer weekday hours to weekend hours, but KPHC did not establish any new patients during this test
Immunization visits increased 65.3% over the same time frame in 2017
Avg. weekly staff costs ($1,509.79) were balanced by revenues for all visits

“NOW WHAT”: KPHC will maintain the model used in 2018 for flu immunizations in 2019. The ELT recommends that KPHC defer
efforts to expand our hours until our new facility is complete. Once it is, we should return to exploring Urgent Care options and
expanded hours to accompany them.

